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While reading this chapter, you will:

explain changing family forms and functions in various societies throughout

history, and describe contemporary family forms

analyze factors influencing the transition of the family from an economic unit

to a psychological unit
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defining terminology

using information technology

In this chapter, the rationale for the study of individuals and families in Canada will be

determined, by examining the interdependence of individuals, families, and society.

What families are and why they exist will be explained, and the evolution of families

throughout history will be summarized. A better understanding of the relationships

among individuals, families, and societies, and the diversity of families, might

enable individuals and familles to make wiser choices and enable governments and

organizations to make better decisions regarding the social policies in Canada.

Most young Canadians expect te

have a family some day. However,

with all the changes in family

structure that they have observed,

they may be unsure about what

kind of family it will be.

MHR
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www.mcgrawhill.ca/links/familiesl2

To learn about research on the

family and demographics on the

Canadian family, go to the web site

above for Individuels and Families

in a Diverse Societyto see where

to go next.

Canadian sociologist Eniily Nett, who suggested that a family is "any group of

people considered to be related to each other by blood or marriage" (Baker,
1993, p. 4). 111 a narrower senne, Statistics Canada defines a family as a unit

consisting of a married couple living with or without nover-married children,
or a single parent living with nover married children. This definition, based

on residence, is useful for ensuring that each person is only counted once on

Census I)ay in Canada. It reflects the common concept of family as a man-

woman-child unit, but it does not include relatives who do not live together.
Statistics Canada uses the terni household for other groups of people who

live together, whether or not thev are related by birth, adoption, or marriage.
None of these definitions consider the behaviour of family members, as

anthropologists' definitions do.

Currently popular are definitions of family based on what they are rather

than who comprises them. These delnitions are more useful for those who

are interested in what familles do and how they do it. They reflect a desire to

include groups that do not fit the traditional man-woman-child model and a

return to the detinition that bas been used by anthropologists. They are most

suited to the study of the interrelationships of individuels and families in this

text. The Vanier Institute of the Family, a Canadian organization founded in

1965 to conduct research on flic family, uses this broader definition to reflect

the diversity of families in Canada:

Family is detined as any comhination of two or more perlons who are

bound together over finie bv tics of mutual consent, birth, and/or adop-
tion/placement and who, together, assume responsibilities for variant

combinations of sonie of the following:

physicil maintenance and aire of group members;

addition of new members through procréation or adoption;
socialization of children;

social control of members;

production, consumption, and distribution of goods and services;

affective nurturance-love.

(The Vanier Institute of the Family, 1994, p. 10)
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by Justice Marvin Zuker

Family The legal vision of the family today is one of an

important personal and social resource and advantage,

whose existence should be fostered and protected. It

is a unit of emotional and financial dependency,

whether it includes single parents with children, gay or

lesbian partners, or unmarried couples. Any legal

exclusion for this socially and legally sanctioned state

violates human dignity.

The family has taken on a much more public dimension,

as legal issues frequently relate to public matters, such

as access to benefits, pension benefits, leave policies,

and so on.

Extended family While the law has traditionally treated

stepfathers as legal strangers and parenthood as an

all-or-nothing concept, today courts recognize multiple

parents and grandparents and the importance of the

children's interest in maintaining family relationships with

those who have played significant roles in their lives.

Nuclear family For all practical purposes, the nuclear

family and its traditions as people knew them no longer

exist to the extent that they used to. Today individuals

are dealing with the legal rights of stepparents, grand-

parents, "persons acting as parents," and so on. It may

be that parenthood, rather than marriage, is the central

legal issue in family law. However, marriages still remain

a cultural symbol of commitment. To some, marriage is

important primarily because it is the setting in which

most children are raised.

Technological family New technologies make it possible

to conceive a baby without having sex. However, evidence

suggests that technology itself has played no substantial

role in expanding the range of family forms. Familles have

changed over the past 50 years, but the changes are

social, not technological.

When social scientists study individuels and families, they examine how per-

sons are organized into families, the specific behaviours family members use

to perform their roles within society, and how Society motivates individuals

and families to carry out these responsibilities. Based on a review of the

anthropological research on functional requisites, Shirley Zimmerman,

professor of Family Social Science at the University of Minnesota (1988),

summarized these basic and universal functions of the farnily:

1. Families are responsible for the addition of new members through

reproduction. A Society must maintain a stable population to survive.

Population growth provides a competitive advantage that usually enables

a Society to become wealthier.

2. Families provide physical care for their members, including the adults,

their children, and the dependent elderly members. When families are

unable to tare for their members, hardship will result unless the society is

organized to replace the family in this function.

Chapter 1 FamilyMattcrs MHR 7
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In the modern family, the socialization and

discipline of children usually occurs within

close, affectionate relationships between

parents and children.
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Prom the time of Canada's rboriginal Peoples' early ancestors, différent

cultural groups in Canada have organized their family structures in a variety
of ways, influenced by such factors as religions helief, economic activity,

geographic location, and relations with other ethnie and cultural groups.

However, over time, the modern nuclear family tortu has emerged as more

or less the norm in Canada and in most other parts of the world. in this

foret, the husband and wife live with their children and place more impor-
tance on the marital relationship than on relationships with their parents and

relatives. Canadian sociologist John F. Comvav (1997) suggests using this

analogy for putting the change in perspective of time: if the historv of the

human species is divided into a 24-hot- perioci, the emergence of the modern

industrial family foret occurred incrcdibly recently--in fast, only two minutes

a So, what about the family in the other 2 3 hours and 38 minutes?go!

Where and how the human family emerged has been the subject

of anthropological speculation and research for the post hundred

years. It will never be known for certain where, when, whv, and

how the human family system originated, since il occurred long
before the advent of written historv. People can make spécula-
tions about the emergence of the human himily by studving the

fossil evidence that has been uneovered bv archaeologists. People
cari learn from the research of physical anthropologists like Jane

Goodall, who have provided us with detailed observations of the

living arrangements and social behaviour of other primates. Most

useful is the research of cultural anthropologists who have studied

isolated human groups that have not been inlluenced by other

human societies prior to those studios. As a result of this research,

many theories have been developed to explain the origin of the

human family finit and the development of human civilization.

The first grouping of humans roto family units mav have

occurred because of a unique human characteristic-out large
braies relative to our body site. It distinguishes us from other

animal species and enables us to think, to problem-solve, to use

language as a means of communication, to invent, and to feel

emotions. So human infants, like other primates, are bore with

The Etymology of Family
Etymology is the history of the formation or

derivation of a word. The use of the word

family in the modern context is relatively
new. In fact, prior to three hundred years

ago, there was no word in any European

language that meant a living arrangement

based on parents and children living

together. The English word family is derived

from the Latin word familia, which was

derived from a word that meant houle.

The word familia was used to indicate the

people who lived in the same house or

household, including the slaves and ser-

vants and those members of the family
that are considered part of the family unit

in Canada today. The wife and biological
children were undifferentiated from the

slaves and servants, perhaps because they
also served the master! (Campbell, 1992)

Chapter 1 1 amîl - alatrcrs MHR 9



Primate Versus Early
Human Social

Organization
There is little evidence from either primate
researchers like Jane Goodall or from cul-

tural anthropologists of the past hundred

years to suggest that non-human primate
social organization today is the same as

that of the first family structures of our

human ancestors. Similar to humans,

infants of other primates are dependent on

their mothers fora long period of time and

live in what can be called troops, with a

complex social organization. However,

non-human primates do not regulate sexuai

activity nor do they, as a rule, co-operate in

systematic food sharing. There is a vast

difference between the social organization
of the earliest human societies and that of

primates today. Thus, understanding the

social life of other primates can provide

only a small part of our understanding of

the social organization of our earliest

human ancestors (Conway, 1997).

large heads to hold their large brains and are helpless and

completely dependent on others for at least the first four or

five years of life. Thus, it can be argued that humans would

not have survived as a species unless some form of family
grouping developed to provide the extensive care, protection,
and socialization required for our young.

The first family groupings of humans may have been

hordes or bands much like the troops of our present pri-
mate relatives (Conway, 1997). These hordes probably con-

sisted of a loose grouping of males and females and their

offspring. They may have had some characteristics in com-

mon with the social organization of the chimpanzee group

at Gombe, Uganda, studied for more than 40 years by Jane

Goodall. However, unlike our primate cousins, our ancestors

developed taboos against certain kinds of aggression and

sexual activity to ensure the relative peace and co-operation
necessary for the survival of the horde. A system of social

organization based on kinship had to replace a social hierar-

chy based on the size and strength of the dominant male.

Thus, "the seeds of the human family were thereby sown: the

suppression of sexuality within the group, controls on sexual

gratification, the prescription to go outside the immediate

group for sexual partners, and the subordination of the

sexual and aggressive instincts to the tasks of survival and

civilization" (Conway, 1997, p. 5).
It is quite likely that the earliest human family form was a

kind of group marriage within the horde, in which informal pairing occurred

for various lengths of time on the basis of convenience. A simple division of

labour probably existed, loosely based on gender and age. Survival of the

horde or band was dependent on successful hunting and gathering. The eco-

nomic activities of the members were based on mutual co-operation. Men

and women were likely dependent on one another and of similar status, as

the food-gathering activities of the women and children were as essential to

survival as the hunting activities of the men (Conway, 1997).

The invention of the family was an innovation of our ancestors that distin-

guished us as a species from all other primates and ensured our ultimate

10 MHR Unit 1 Al/ in the Family



survival. "With the family came a divi-

sion of labour, food-sharing, long-terni
relationships of reciprocity and obliga-
tion, the regulation of sexual activitv,

harmony and co-operation, elaborate

kinship relationships binding disparate

groups together, and the assurance

(more or less) of survival loi- ail mem-

bers of the family group front hirth to

death" (Conway, 1997, p. 7).

The earliest human familles were

hunter-gatherers. It is estiniated duit toi'

99 percent of human history, hunting
and gathering was the major means of

subsistence for oui- ancestors. Driven by
a daily quest for food, both men and

women worked full finie in search of it

(Mandell, 1995). Women were responsiToday, people are able to speculate about the lives of prehistoric familles
-

based on the observations of present-day hunter-gatherer people.
ble for gathering fruits, nets, grains,
herbs, and small prey. 'l'hey were also responsible for nurturing Young children.

In addition, women Iearned how to use the plants thev gathered for medicinal

purposes. Men were the hunters and the toolmakers. They otten had to leave

the family for long periods of tinte to hunt. 'l'hev had to pursue larger animais

for days to tire the animal, for an casier capture and kilt. After a successful

hunt, hunter-gatherers ate meat only. In todav's hunter-gatherer societies, the

wornen routinely supply two-thirds or more of the calories consumed by the

group (Kelman, 1998). Because of this and because of their role as childbearers,

wornen in these societies were essential to survival and therefore had relatively

high status within the group.

Evidence of descent svstems would suggest that an informai group marriage
was most prevalent in these societies. Essentially the family consisted of a group

of parents and their children (Engels, 1972). This continued as tac dominant

family system until the development of agriculture. Nitteen thousand years

ago, a significant fraction of hunter-gatherer societies were stationary
(Diamond, 1999). This probably developed as hunter-gatherer conununities

were able to stay in one location for long periods of tinie because of a sustainable

and ahundant food source nearby, such as a river where they could fisli. There

was a trend toward couples marrying in stable hunter gatherer societies so tliat

a man could help to support bis own children until they became self-sufficient,

Chapter 1 Fnmil} Ahntter: MHR 11



The hunter-gatherer lifestyle of the Urueu-Wau-Wau was

undisturbed until the development of the interior of Brazil.

The Urueu-Wau-Wau people Iive lin the central high-
lands of Brazil and are one of several tribes in this

region that still live as hunter-gallierers. 7'heir contact

with industrialized society occurred When a National

Geographic researcher made contact with theni in

1986. Subsequently, due to flic new interest in them, a

road was huilt across part of thcir land, and il threat-

ened their traditional lifestvle. As a result of hoth

national and international lobbying, the Brazilian

government declared their territory off limits to out-

siders in order to protect their traditional was of life.

Occasionally, rubber tappers who venture into thcir

territory are killed hy flic poison-tipped arrows of the

Urueu-Wau-Wau huntcrs, who suffer no consé-

quences uuder Brazilian law.

Members of the tribe do not Wear clothes, but use

haircuts, tattoos, and nrakeup to decorate their bodies

and to indicate their individual status in flic socict,\.

They live in small villages of large wuven strass huts

surrounding a central meeting place. Among flic

Urueu Wau Wau, the moles of the men, wornen, and

children arc clearly dedned and are taught by the

community eiders, who are of the highest status. The

men and women tend to fonn couples, aithough
strict nonogamy is not enforced. The entire commu-

nity raises flic children. As soon as the children are

old enough, thev perform traditional yoles according
to thcir gender. Adolescence as il is known in Canada

does not exist in Urueu Wau Wau society.

The rainforest environnent is essential to their

wav of lite. Women forage and gather food in the sur-

roanding f,arests, prepare the food, maintain the

honte, and care for the children of the village. Men

ni ake flic bows and the poison-tipped arrows that

they use toi- hunting. When they hunt, the men leave

the community for days at a tinie.'tlie entire village
celebrates their return with ritual dancing and a large
communal feast.

The Urueu \Vau Wau community bas beconie a

living niuseum of the limiter- gatherer existence, as it

has been protected by the Brazilian government from

encroachnent by outsiders such as international lum-

bering and drag companies who have an interest in

Ille economic assets of the rainforest in which they

]ive (,tilclntyre, 1988).

Should the few remaining hunter-gatherer societies in

the world today lie protected from modern society as

the Urueu-Wau-Wau have been?
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making in that ieadctohip ,ras nui illhcri''''d but ,,l

throLlgh persOn il gL1atIL Ct:, 'ooh aS
'

1i c!]L?C1? J

oLl il?!. Ii> ;CI

(,Ollflict l'CSOILitiOit tcildcCL t(\ h' l'11('?i 1=?i, Sit'.! I7lild?

forrnal rudes and lavy's.

The carlicsi km)',, il 1',>

ago in the I'el'tllt' L rcwct t ,ire"l c)f ui 1.1y?i'S1 \,il;l. l:-i Ill

pendciltlr Ill iour Ot11Cl plll'iS of the ' Vii.: ill (.111!1,! i1v a')(

i\IesoaIlle rica and South lmcrica 1??. (it) I,.', .I_, an?_I in the

North Ànlerica br 2500 u ! . (1)ianl:,nd, i hc charrue

gathcrer to agricultural soci0110

of the v,vorld chan?pcd tiic uudanl:°ntai ?i? u?1 ? rc (;I fi ,llili: 1r . ('l.

do111elticatcd animal', and piL'1\ piani, oI 1000!, tiu H taLiiV'

cliilliilatcd, and thev vl'CIL' able lu doç Ill ii ui r?Cr111tinciul <i'tl?

agrioultural CO111111Lii11t1C5 t:uinL'd, iC Clllbhn tho ?'..'I'ILU1i'.Iral xlL:,

exist throuph(\ut the do tiot'iiip ;vor1 t t, Liav

t\gricuitui'c uitllilatclr cllabjed sOn 111CC t(1r? Lu L 1'°1"I11C il'==-lh

but il also requircd a r;reat loti uf u,a;lual iabuur. I hc>c Lyvu lac'

in larget hmlilics, becmLlse 11101'0 ???-(lplc vvcrc l'ecdcd u yy°u l_ tilt'

The Development of

Fatherhood

It is Hot clear exactly when our male

ancestors began to assume the rotes of

husband and father. Until retatively recent

times, men did Hot recognize that specific
chitdren were theirs and that they had a

specific rote in conception. A significant
amount of intellectual sophistication is

required to make this connection.

Anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski

studied a hunter-gatherer community in

the 1920s in the Trobriand Islands of the

South Pacifie. He observed that these

people stil) had not figured out the rote of

men in the reproductive process. In fact,

they rejected his scientific explanation of

conception with a series of arguments.

Perhaps the most startting of their argu-

ments was that conception could Hot

require sex because even the least

attractive women of the community
were mothers! (Kelman, 1998)

I t1

ici ,1l1.i
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tend the animais. A family could also acquire more land and become wealth-

ier as a result. Food surpluses also cnabled the development of towns and

cities and the emergence of new rotes, botte in the family and in society at

large. Once the concept of private property developed, land had Io be

defended and food surpluses had to be controlled and distributed. Thus, men

who chose flot to be farmers became artisans, builders, merchants, soldiers,
and politicians. Women's economic activity shifted away from the commu-

nity and became more focused on the increasingly private family household.

Women cared for the children and handled domestic work, along with toiling
in the family fields.

Familles were now highly organized. Monogamy, or having one marital

partner, became the preferred marital arrangement for women in most parts
of the world. Men established a patriarchy, in which men were the rulers and

decision makers of the family, in an attempt to ensure their fatherhood and

the orderly inheritance of their property (Conway, 1997). It was during this

The Origin of the

Married Couple
Many people think it is natural for humans
to form into couples as they reach adult-

hood. Most societies, both today and in

the past, look upon a marriage as a joyful
celebration. Although individual weddings
may involve a great deal of tension among

family members as they make the

arrangements, there are few societies that

view weddings as anything but happy
events. However, research suggests that

early marriages were anything but happy
for ail the individuals involved. For exam-

pie, the cynical historias Will Durant sug-

gested that the formalization of marriage
between two individuals originated with

the desire of men to have cheap slaves to

manage their households and to ensure

that their property was not inherited by
other men's children (Kelman, 1999). So

much for the concept of romance and

love as the historical basis for marriage!

period that the relationship between men and wornen

changed, and women became chattels, the property of their

husbands, with few legal rights. When agriculture became

established, an individual fariner could afford to support
several wives, so polygamy became more common.

Arranged marriages with Young women ensured that the

family would produce more children, who were now viewed

as an economic asset because they could work on the land.

Silice a family needed land for agriculture, young adults

continuel to live in their parents' household alter they mar-

ried, forming extended families that in most areas of the

world were patriarchal. As familles expanded and acquired
more land, or kept larger numbers of animais, they lived in

clans of many related extended familles.

Although the majority of people continued to live on family
farms, the rapid population increase that an agricultural
economy allowed resulted, over a thousand years, in the

growth of villages and towns. Commerce, technology, and

crafts developed. Merchants and artisans began to work in

the family home where their wives and children could help
with the work. Today, this economic activity is called
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cottage industry. Familles, led by a father who

was the head of the household, consisted of

his wife and children plus any domestic ser-

vants and male apprentices-young men

from other families who were learning a trade

or craft. These kinds of farnily enterprises
were less able than farms were to sustain a

large number of people, so pre-industrial
couples were usually monogamous and had

fewer children than agricultural families.

They continued the tradition of being pre-

dominantly patriarchal in their organization.

European settlers who carne to Canada

beginning in the seventeenth century brought
this pre-industrial family system with them. Until recently, marnage was an economic necessity, not an

Government officiais, military personnel, expression of a couple's love for each other.

merchants, and craftspeople tended to live in

villages and towns, but the majority of settlers spread out across the countryside
and lived in self-sufficient and sometirnes isolated homesteads. Like their

European counterparts, there new Canadians had monogamous marnages
and most often lived with their extended family. Although not unheard of,

romantic love was not usually the basis for marnage. It was an economic

necessity for both men and women in the 1600s and 1700s because there

was no work for single women and no housekeepers for single men. Life was

hard, and there was endless work for everyone.

Children were an economic necessity during a time when less than

50 percent of them reached adulthood. Childhood as a period of innocence

and play did not exist. By the age of seven or eight they began to assist in the

economic activities of the family, generally in work dictated by their gender.

Young adults often left home to live and work in other families. Boys would

work on a farm or become an apprentice in a trade or craft. Girls would do

household work or labour as domestic servants for other families. Young

people married later since their isolated existence often made finding a

suitable partner difficult.

Men and women usually worked ride by side as they cleared the land and

farmed or as they attempted to establish a business. Agricultural and com-

mercial endeavours were family affairs. In the early years of European colo-

nization in Canada, married women enjoyed a relatively high status both

because of a shortage of marriageable women and because of their essential
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economic role. However, once the population grew and stahilized, their rotes

became more rigidly defïned. Men were dominant in public community life,
and women were expected to confine their activities to the family household.

Because married women and their children were considered the property of

their husbands, men could discipline them harshly. Family life could often be

violent for women and children, who had little legal protection. Women who

physically defended themselves against domestic assault were harshly punished
by the legal system, through imprisonment (Mandell, 1995).

Early Canadians had larger families to ensure enough manual labour for clearing the land,

planting, and harvesting.

Like the agricultural revolution, the industrial revolution heralded unprece-
dented change in the human family svstem, particularly in the status and

rotes of women and children. As the economy shifted from one hased on

agriculture and commerce to one hased on factory production in towns and

cities, work became something donc outside the family home to earn a wage
to provide for the family's subsistence. The family unit retained its economic

role as a consumer but lost its vole as a producer (Conway, 1997). This caused

changes in the fàmily system and the development of a new industrial working
class, as every family member, inchrding children, began to work in a wage-
based labour force in the new factories.
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The flexibility of the family as a social insti-

tution is apparent in the wav it adjusted once

again to the new economic reality, and as a new

version called the industrial nuclear family

emerged. In this filmily, the notion of mother

hood as the "sacred" and primary rote of women

became, if not the norm, then the ideal. Women

were nurturers who worked ai home and were

supported fiinancially bv their husbands. Men

were money-earners who worked to pros ide for

their avives and children. 'l'lie rote of children

changed as well. There was no longer a need for

children to work in factories. Compulsory edu-

cation was instituted in 1871 in Ontario for

children under the age of 14 vears and in 1905

in ail provinces except Québec Child labour laves

were eventually passed in the mid- 1 880s. It was

After industrialization became established, childhood became an

"age of innocence," when children were allowed to play and

learn, protected from the harsher reality of the adult world.

at this point in our history that the idealized notion of childhood as an "age
of innocence" was bora. The home was no longer the centre of economic

activity, but a place of love and emotional contentment. Howeser, working-
class children often left school as soon as thev could in order to fïnd work to

contribute monev to their familles. At this time, voung people marricd early

and moved away from their parents because thev were able to support themselves

(Conway, 1997).

For many Canadians in the nineteenth centurv, this vision of the family

was their ideal, but not necessarily their reality. AVorking clans women and

children often had to work in fiictories along with their husbands and fathers.

By the late 1800s, however, the industriel nuclear tamile was the norm for

most Canadians. By the beginning of the twentieth centurv, it sas unusual

for married Canadian women to work outside the home. About 5 percent of

married Canadian women did so, usually because of economic necessity

caused by desertion or w-idow,hood. AVomen who worked for a suage were

believed to threaten the rote of men as the sole proyiders and therefore were

demeaned by the general society. (.onsequently, women workCrs routinely

received one-third less than the "family wage" earned bv men for the saine

work (Mandell, 1995).

In the early twentieth centurv, the sire of familles became smaller as birth

rates declined. Canadians delayed marnage until they could afford a separate

household. More importantly, if theie was a good chance that all children
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would survive, and if they could not work and had to be supported until they
finished school, fewer children were wanted. Increasingly, the Canadian family
became a consumer family. The husband was the exclusive provider, the

head of the household, and the link between the family and society. The wife

was the homemaker for whom new products were manufactured to assist her

in creating a confortable home for her husband and children.

The rotes of men, women, and children changed to reflect the changing
perceptions of their natures. A woman's role was to be wife, mother, and

housekeeper for the family. Women were thought to be gentler, more

patient, and more loving than men, and therefore more suited to the emo-

tional nurturing of children. This mystique of motherhood implied that

women reached their potentiel only if they had children. Men were per-
ceived to possess characteristics like aggressiveness, perseverance, and tough-
ness that made them more suite(] to the workplace than women were

perceived to be. The father, as head of the household, was expected to fund

the family, make its most important decisions, and sometimes discipline the

children (Mandell, 1995). Children were expected to play under the supervision
of their mothers, to attend school, and to rernain protected from the hard

work of the adult world. Adolescence became a distinct age group because

of the extension of schooling into the teen years.

The new medium of television and shows such as Father Knows Best,

pictured here, supported the ideal of the consumer family in the

mid-twentieth century.

By the 1940s and 1950s,

Canadians expected and wanted to

live as industrial nuclear familles.

American television programs such

as Leave It to Beaver, The Adventures

of Ozzie and Harriet, and Father

Knows Best depicted this family orga-
nization and were immensely popu-

lar in Canada (Conway, 1997). These

television programs reflected what

was happening in Canadian society
during the "baby boom" years from

1946 to 1967. After World War II, the

Canadian economy expanded rapidly,
and Canadians knew that they could

afford to have larger families.

Statistics show that Canadian women

in that time period averaged four

children each (Foot, 1996).
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For thousands of years, hurnans have been fascinated

by their personal family histories. In the past, these his-

tories were passed on from one generation to the next

through tribal or family storytellers who were, perhaps,
the first historians. This interest in family history, or

genealogy, bas continued to the prescrit day. Most peo-

ple have some idea who their ancestors were at least

two or three generations ago. Some cari trace their her-

itage back even further. Like their ancient ancestors,

people have listened to stories of older relatives to

understand their roots. Recently, the use of the Internet

bas made it much casier to trace family lineage through

many excellent web sites for genealogical research.

All known societies developed descent patterns, with

about 64 percent giving preference to one side of the

family or the other in tracing descent (Schaefer et al.,

1996). In patrilineal descent systems, only relatives on the

father's side are important for emotional tics and for the

transfer of property or wealth. Conversely, in a society

that recognizes inairilineal descent, only the mother's

family members are significant. Most Canadians follow

a bilateral descent system, in which both sides of the

family are regarded as equally important.
In Canada, family and kinship are not the saine

thing. Family implies a common residence and recip-

rocal relationships on a daily basis. A family's kin

group consists of all the uncles, aunts, cousins, grand-

parents, in-laws, and other relatives, most of whom

all family members know about but some of whom

they have never met. Often, a family will go for long

periods of finie without seeing members of their kin

group unless weddings, funerals, or family crises

bring them together. Nonetheless, a farnily knows

who they are, that they share obligations and respon-

sibilities, and that family members are people who

thev can turn to for help in an emergency.

1975-1995 1949-1965 1972-1998 1953-1965 1978-1999

Bert Ethel Ron Toni Lou
_ Cheryl

Francis Brown Harris Casullo Vidoni Wood

b. 1919 b1928 6.1930 b1937 b1932 b.1947

d1995 d1998 4.1999

1974-1978

1 1972- i 1980-1986

Pamela = Grant Peter *_ Jackie Lisa

Harris

(
Johnson Harris Phillips O'Brien

b.1949 b.1950 b.1951 b.1952 b.1947

1 1990-200'

Mary
Cardinal

b.1953

2001- I

Sanjay = Emma Colleen Andrew

Wadhera Johnson Johnson Johnson

1977- 11984-1996 1975-2000 1 1

Steven = Carol Gina Brenda Jean = Sophia Joe

Harris i Mehisto Vidoni Jones LeBlanc Vidoni Vidoni

b 1954 b 1954 6.1953 b 1961 b.1953 b.1955 b.1957

d.1996 d. 2000

1 2000- 1

Jeremy Kaitlyn lan = Sarah

Harris Harris McLean LeBlanc

b.1975 b1976 b1979 6.1983 b.1984 6.1991 b 1970 b.1973

Key = married divorced cohabiti ng * separated born from this relationship
- - - adopted

1980- I

Donald = Louisa

McNab Vidoni

b.1960 b.1963

Daniella Joey
McNab McNab

6.1982 b.1985

d.2001

This is the family tree of the Harris-Vidoni family, a fictional Canadian family that will be used in examples throughout this book.
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web connection

www.megrawhill.ca/links/familiesl2

To learn about tracing a person's

family history, go to the web site

above for Individuals and Familles

in a Diverse Societyto see where

to go next.

The past 50 years in Canada have seen significuat changes in the family struc-

ture as people adapted to new political, economic, and social pressures of life.

"The ideal family life of the traditional nuclear family in the fil-st lialf of file

twentieth centurv was dependent on women accepting the role as wife and

mother and on a husband's ahility to carra enough monev to support his family.
After the affluence of the post-war decade ended, Canadian familles Pound it

inaeasingly difficult to pay for things that lhey felt were necessary, on only
one wage. Rv the 1960s and 1970s, women beUan 10 work outside the home

to supplement family incomes. "I lie birth rate declined again, and the family

One new and growing category of family is couples that choose

not to have children.

changed dramaticaliv. Tor example, in 1966,
?7 percent of niarried women in Canada were

working. By 1976, thclr number increased to

44 percent, including 37 percent of those

women with children under the age of six

(Corsavay, 1997). Ry 1999, 69 percent of all

women were emploved (Statistics Canada).
Silice access to monev made women less

dependent, flic status of' women in Canada

began to change. A growing women's move-

ment put pressure on the government to

change the laves to reflect their new status.

The 1968 Divorce Act established more lenient

guidelines for divorce, the use and distribution

of birth control became legal, and intercourse

before marnage became a more acceptable
practice. As society changed, new kinds of familles

emerged and became more common. The

nuclear tamils continues to be the dominant

foret. 1 Iowevcr, with the cmployment of

women, the transitional family, in which the

mother temporarily leaves the work force to

look after voung children, and the dual-income

family, in which both spouses work full Lime,
have emerged. (Thildless couples are more

numerous, not because fewer couples are having
children, but because couples cars have fewer

children and live long enough to become

"empty nesters" when their children have left
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home. Blended familles occur when divoreed partners with children

remarry. Familles with rame-sey parents have also become more prevalent

(Conwav, 19)7).

Family Iormation during the last 25 years in Canada reflects the broade-

multicultural influences that result from flic shib in immigration. In the past

most immigrants came froni European countries, such as Italy, Ge rnany, and

Holland. Now thev corne (rom many parts of the «orld, ineluding the

Caribbean, Latin Ameriea, Atrica, Asia, South \sia, and the Middle East. 'Fhese

immigrant familics have broupht their diverse family° systems, such as arranged

marnages and matriarchal familier, with them. As they interact with other

Canadian familles, tlicv will influence the tamile foret, rotes, and priorities of

the next generatwn.
The history of the family mails manr changes oser the millennia, but

there is a consistent pattern of men and women co-operating to raire chil-

dren and to pros ide for themseives. History supplies valuable pictures of

social organization in the pas, but there is no vyay of l:nowing whether the

family patterns described accurately reflect liie for ail people or whether

wide variations esisted. l'ou eau sec, however, tlie diversity of individual

and family lifestvles that e,\ist today. Robert Glossop (2000) of the V'anier

Institute St the Family suggests that, "For half a eentrn-r, our society lias

valued individuel autonomv, achieyement, and choice, drnenpla}'ing the

traditional bonds to family, empIoyer, community, and country." On the

other hand, American sociologist V'aierie Wiener (I997, p. 9), who is cur-

rentiy studying the changing ?Amrrican tamile, is more optimislic about

people's bonds to family:

Sonie soeiolo,?ists sam that family lite is like Weser betore. f [mv vve

value our tamils enhances the là cm of cash family member. Individuels are no

lon"er loeked into traditional rotes, ircluding those o{ marnage and harenti!lp.

Of course, these rev ised noies o ill influence luture ??encrations. C)tu a?c<ireness

should prompt us to discover nety, inihroved v? a? s 10 salue our familier.

Reflecting on flic historv of human civilization, eighteenth centurv French

philosopher Jean Rousseau detined the family as "the oldest institution and

the only natural one:' Back in the 1960s, AVilliam Goode ( 1964) concluded

that, so far, "the family is a rallier stable institution." Although sonie cynics at

the end of the twentieth centurv suggested that change means flic family is

disappearing ('Iilic ?onm?risi, 1995), the family institution endures because of

ifs ability to change.
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Significant changes have occurred in the organization of individual and family
behaviour over the history of' human civilisation. Although one can never be

sure, most experts believe that the diversity of lifestyles is greater now than at

any other time. It is no longer essential (or a man or a woman to marry to

obtain social standing, or for mutual economic support, or even to have

intercourse and children. Families in which the relationship between husband
and vite is based on love, and in which parents expect to love and be loved

by their children, have become the new ideal and, according to many reports,
the norm (Iiibbv, 2001). The family unit is no longer an economic necessity,
but lias become more of a psychological unit that people choose to form in

order to meet their social and emotional needs (Conway, 1997).
You can choose whether to live alone or to cohabit or to marry. Similarly,

vou can make decisions about children, living arrangements, employment,
child care- -you have a lifetime of decisions related to vour behaviour in

your individual and family lite. But governments, éducation systems, and

businesses want to know what choices people are making, or how they are

behaving, in order to develop social policy or plans for the future that affect

individuals and families. Canadians want to know how to achieve their high
expectations for the quality of their personal lives. Many people want to

understand the meaning of their own existence. Individual and family studies

are important branches of the social sciences that seek to understand and

explain how people behave in their personal relationships within society, to

suggest what they can expect in the future, and to provide sonie insight into

how to manage their lives.

Adam@Home
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1. Consider and write down how you would define tuuily. Compare gour delnition

with the definition used by the Vanier Institute of the Family (sec page 6). Flow

would you explain the significance of any differences?

2. Using Shirley Zimmerman's definitions of the functions of a family (sec pages 78),

analyze how the responsibility for performing the six fonctions is (1istributed in your

family and explain how gour family performs each of the fonctions.

a) How does Bach of the functions of a family, as summarizcd by limmcrman,

benefit Canadian society?

b) How does the family share these functions with other institutions in Canada, such

as the institutions of government, religion, business, law, and education?

c) Rank the six functions in order of priority from the following points of view:

social worker with community services, religions leader, retailer, family court

judge, elementary school teacher. Justify your choice of priority for Bach.

3. Identify Pive significant changes in the roles of men and women up Io the twentieth

century and explain the factors that caused them.

4. Suggest what family life might have been litre in one of the historical periods
summarized in this chapter. Write a critique of family life from the point of view of

a young adult during that time and of the opposite gender from von.

5. Describe the Canadian family as vou imagine it vvill be at the beginning of the twenty-

second century. Explain the organization of familles and society that vvill per6 rra the

functions of the family, and justify your predictions. In vour description, use appropri
ate new terras from this chapter, and define any new terras you need to croate.

6. Write a brief rationale for the study of the family at this stage in vour life. Explain
what you expect to learn and whv this learning will be beneficial to you.
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